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Draft legislation implementing a number of items from the 2011 Federal Budget,

including Budget Resolution 23 (‘‘BR #23’’), was released by the Department of FinanceUpdate — Federal
(‘‘Finance’’) on August 16, 2011. 1 The legislation implementing BR #23 proposes to addBudget ‘‘Targets’’
new subsections 120.4(4) and (5) to the Income Tax Act (the ‘‘Act’’) (Canada) 2

Planning Involving
(collectively, the ‘‘Draft Provisions’’).

Minors . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
When I wrote about this subject in the spring, I was concerned that the wording of BR

#23 combined with other recent CRA administrative positions3 appeared to be the end
Draft Legislation of many forms of planning involving capital gains splitting with minors.4 Although the

Draft Provisions may impact on certain types of capital gains splitting plans involvingReleased for 2011
minors, fortunately, a number of opportunities appear likely to survive more or lessBudget Proposals
intact, including planning involving the multiplication of the capital gains exemptionand Foreign
among family members.Affiliate Rules . . . . . 3
The Draft Provisions propose to extend the rules in section 120.4 (the ‘‘kiddie tax’’

rules) to deem income from capital gains realized in respect of a disposition of shares by
Registered either:
Retirement

(1) a specified individual5 (see subsection 120.4(4)); or
Savings Plan

(2) a trust, to the extent that amounts of the capital gains can reasonably beQualified
considered to be included in a specified individual’s income pursuant toInvestment . . . . . . . . 4
paragraph 104(13)(a) or subsection 105(2)(see subsection 120.4(5)),

to a person who is not at arm’s length with the specified individual to be taxed to the
Overcontributions specified individual as ineligible taxable dividends subject to the ordinary split income
to TFSAs . . . . . . . . . . . 5 rules6 (‘‘NAL capital gains’’).

The Draft Provisions do not apply to sales of shares listed on designated exchanges,
McNamee FLA shares of mutual fund corporations, or ‘‘excluded amounts’’ 7 and they are applicable to
Case: Reversed by all NAL capital gains realized on or after March 22nd, 2011, without grandfathering.

Consequently, planners will want to avoid NAL capital gains since top tax rate8 ineligibleCourt of Appeal . . . 5
dividends are taxed at 32.56% as opposed to a rate of 23.2% for top tax rate capital

gains, resulting in NAL capital gains being taxed in a comparatively punitive manner.
Recent Cases . . . . . . 5

The discussion below assumes that the Draft Provisions will be enacted without further

amendments – such an assumption is always a dangerous one to make, as changes are

always possible until legislation is formally enacted.9
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It appears that the Draft Provisions add legitimacy to strategies that may ultimately result in capital gains (exemption)

splitting/multiplication with minors, provided the gains are realized in connection with an arm’s length share sale.

In the absence of an arm’s length sale, draft amendments to subsection 48.1(1) specifically exclude the Draft Provisions

from applying to a deemed disposition under subsection 48.1(1). As a result, it not only remains viable to have

specified persons realize deemed capital gains in connection with going public transactions, including capital gains that

are eligible for capital gains exemption treatment, it also appears that such planning has the blessing of Finance going

forward.10

As expected casualties of the amendments include income splitting transactions with minors that:

(1) are intended to cause would-be dividend treatment to be ‘‘transmogrified’’ into capital gains; 11

(2) involve gel transactions that would permit a parent or other non-arm’s length person to buy back growth shares

from a trust; and

(3) involve bona fide family buy-out or other non-arm’s length buy-out situations which have no income splitting

motivation.

Although the Draft Provisions will eliminate opportunities for capital gains exemption multiplication among minors

using any of these strategies, all is not lost. Even for existing planning12 involving trusts where only minors are

beneficiaries, income that in the absence of the Draft Provisions would have been allocated to minors can instead be

taxed in the trust. By doing so, the income can maintain its character as ordinary capital gains13 taxed in the trust at

the same top tax rates14 that would likely have been applicable to the client in the absence of any planning rather

than being taxed at top rate ineligible dividend tax rates in the hands of minors.15 If appropriate or desirable, capital of

the trust could then be distributed to beneficiaries of the trust, including minors, without additional tax.

 In addition to the casualties listed above, non-section 48.1 capital gains exemption crystallization transactions, which

can only be effective if income realized upon a crystallization is earned by a specified individual or if such income is

allocated from a trust to a specified individual, also appear to be casualties of the Draft Provisions. In this regard,

unlike section 48.1 deemed dispositions, which are specifically deemed not to be dispositions for purposes of the Draft

Provisions, it appears that a drafting solution could not be found to exempt dispositions that arise in connection with

other crystallization transactions from the Draft Provisions. Based on informal discussions with Finance, it is still

possible that if a workable drafting solution can be found during the consultation period,16 internal crystallization

transactions may ultimately be exempted from the Draft Provisions in a future draft of the legislation. Keep your

fingers crossed.

Notes:
1 For the original article, see The Estate Planner No. 195, April 2011, ‘‘Federal Budget ‘Targets’ Planning Involving Minors’’ (my article).   My partner, David

Louis, has also written about this subject in Tax Notes No. 580, May 2011, ‘‘Freeze Structures – Under Attack’’ and, more recently, in Tax Notes No. 583,
August 2011, ‘‘My Final Answer (For Now)’’.

2 Unless otherwise noted, all statutory references are to the Act.
3 See CRA Document No. 2010-0373621C6. This French-only document contains views of the CRA provided in question 34 of the 2010 APFF Round Table

regarding what the CRA views as abusive uses of family trusts.
4 David’s articles voiced similar concerns.
5 Generally, a Canadian resident minor.
6 The language of the Draft Provisions might lead one to believe that these provisions create their own charging provision separate and apart from

subsection 120.4(2). Based on informal discussions with Finance, I understand that Finance intends deemed income under the Draft Provisions to be caught by
the split income definition in subsection 120.4(1) and, therefore, subject to subsection 120.4(2).]

7 Generally, amounts of income or capital gains from inherited properties under defined circumstances (see subsection 120.4(1)).]
8 For illustration purposes I have used Ontario tax rates.
9 These days, even enactment isn’t always the final word, but what’s a practitioner to do?
10 Based on recent comments from the CRA (see my article under the heading ‘‘APFF Round Table Question 34’’) prior to the release of the Draft Legislation.

Planners may want to approach Finance’s blessings with a certain amount of caution.
11 A high/low stock dividend could be paid on common shares held by a family trust (subject to applicable corporate law), i.e., such that the taxable dividend will

be restricted to the increase in stated capital, which would also be the ACB of the high/low share. The trust would then sell the share at the redemption price
(e.g., to a parent in consideration for a promissory note), triggering the capital gain to the trust, which would be allocated to the beneficiaries in order to
utilize low marginal tax rates. The purchaser of the shares would sell the high/low share to a Holdco connected with the corporation that paid the stock
dividend, e.g., in consideration for a promissory note from Holdco. The shares would then be redeemed and the proceeds would be used to repay the
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promissory note to the parent and then to the family trust, which would distribute the proceeds to the beneficiaries. Such planning strategies are the subject
of a number of pending GAAR cases.

12 Traditional estate planning objectives are unaffected by the Draft Provisions.
13 The CRA may continue to view transmogrification strategies as GAARable transactions, even though there will no longer be income splitting advantages

associated with such planning.
14 A testamentary trust could access low marginal tax rates.
15 The income would, of course, belong to the trust and not to the client/freezor.
16 Submissions can be made until September 16, 2011.

The Department of Finance recently released for consultation two packages of draft legislation to amend the Income

Tax Act. One package implements many of the 2011 Budget proposals and the other contains rules relating to foreign

affiliates.

On August 16, 2011, draft legislation and regulations to implement most of the proposals in the 2011 federal Budget

were released. Explanatory Notes were not released at the same time but are expected to be available during the week

of August 22, 2011. The draft legislation includes amendments to implement and amend various personal tax credits

such as the Family Caregiver Tax Credit, the Children’s Arts Tax Credit, the Volunteer Firefighters Tax Credit, the

Medical Expense Tax Credit for dependent relatives, the Tuition Tax Credit, and the Education and Textbook Tax

Credits. The amendments also implement the Budget proposals concerning the tax regime for charitable donations,

introduce anti-avoidance rules for registered retirement savings plans, introduce rules to limit tax deferral opportunities

for corporations with significant interests in partnerships, extend the ‘‘kiddie tax’’ rules to transactions that involve

capital gains, and extend the dividend stop-loss rules to dividends deemed to be received on the redemption of shares

held by certain corporations.

According to Department of Finance News Release No. 2011-067, which accompanied the release of this draft

legislation, interested parties are invited to provide comments on the draft legislation by September 16, 2011.

Comments should be sent to:

Tax Policy Branch

Department of Finance

140 O’Connor Street

Ottawa, Ontario

 K1A 0G5

On August 19, 2011, the Department of Finance released draft legislation, regulations, and explanatory notes regarding

rules relating to foreign affiliates. According to News Release No. 2011-070, the package released on August 19, 2011

contains revisions to the foreign affiliate reorganization and distribution rules originally proposed on February 27, 2004,

and new rules regarding gains on the sale of foreign affiliate shares and other assets. Comments on these draft

amendments should be submitted by October 19, 2011. Comments should be sent to ConsultationFA-SEA@fin.gc.ca or

to the Tax Policy Branch address noted above.

The proposed amendments have been posted on CCH’s federal income tax News Tracker and will be added to CCH’s

Income Tax Act and Regulations online and on DVD as soon as possible. Subscribers to the Canadian Tax Reporter

(print, DVD, or online) will receive a copy of CCH Special Report 059H, which will contain the draft legislation, and

explanatory notes for the 2011 Budget proposals and CCH Special Report 060H, which contains the draft legislation,

regulations, and explanatory notes for the foreign affiliate rules. In both cases, additional copies of the Special Report

may be ordered by calling (416) 224-2248 (toll-free 1-800-268-4522), by faxing (416) 224-2243 (toll-free

1-800-461-4131), or by e-mailing cservice@cch.ca.

The CRA was asked a series of questions about whether a mortgage is a ‘‘qualified investment’’ of a registered

retirement savings plan (‘‘RRSP’’).
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An RRSP trust would lend money to an arm’s length entity for the purpose of purchasing raw land. The loan would

initially be secured by the land in the form of a first mortgage. Later, the entity would borrow additional funds from a

financial institution to fund the construction of residential and commercial buildings on the land. The construction

lending would take precedence over the RRSP lending, thereby reducing the RRSP mortgage to a second mortgage. The

fair market value of the land would exceed the initial loan provided by the RRSP, but would be less than the

construction loan. However, the fair market value of the completed development and land would exceed the total

lending provided by the RRSP and the financial institution.

Under s. 146 of the Act, a taxpayer may, in the computation of his or her taxable income, deduct the amount of his

or her contributions to an RRSP (subject to certain limits). A taxpayer’s RRSP may hold ‘‘qualified investments’’, which

are defined in s. 204 of the Act and s. 4900(1) of the Income Tax Regulations. Regulation 4900(1)(j) states that a

qualified investment for an RRSP includes a debt obligation of a debtor where (i) the debt obligation is fully secured by

a mortgage, and (ii) the debtor is not a ‘‘connected person’’ under the RRSP. ‘‘Connected person’’ is defined in

Regulation 4901(2) to mean a person who is an annuitant under the RRSP or any person who does not deal at arm’s

length with that person.

The taxpayer asked the following questions of the CRA:

1. What is the meaning of ‘‘fully secured’’ in Regulation 4900(1)(j)?

2. Is the construction a ‘‘work-in-progress’’ that forms part of the security for the lending considered to be real

property?

3. Does the CRA require a periodic assessment of the value of the real property, and, if so, what is the appropriate

timing?

4. What would be the result where the RRSP financed the purchase of the land and the development of the project?

The CRA stated:

1. Generally, the mortgage loan would be considered to be fully secured if the value of the real property is sufficient

to cover the full amount of the principal and interest outstanding on the loan. This is a question of fact in each

case.

2. Generally, construction work-in-progress constitutes real property to the extent that it can be considered attached

to or erected on the land. Again, this is a question of fact.

3. The CRA could not provide guidance on this issue as it did not involve the interpretation of the law. The CRA stated

that an RRSP issuer is expected to take reasonable steps to monitor the ongoing status of qualified investments. In

the context of a mortgage investment, a change in ranking or the issuance of additional debt with priority over the

RRSP mortgage should necessitate an assessment of whether the investment continues to be a qualified

investment.

4. The fully secured condition would need to be satisfied at all times in order for the mortgage investment to be a

qualified investment for the RRSP.

See also CRA Document No. 2007-0230821M4, ‘‘Mortgage as a qualified investment’’, (May 15, 2007); CRA

Document No. 2001-0083875, ‘‘Registered retirement savings plan qualified investments’’, (June 18, 2001); CRA

Document No. 2001-0083883, ‘‘Qualified investment registered retirement savings plan, registered retirement income

fund, registered education savings plan, deferred profit sharing plan’’, (2001); CRA Document No. 9907877,

‘‘Non-qualified investment acquired by registered retirement savings plan’’, (June 28, 1999); and CRA Document No.

9829795, ‘‘Mortgages held in a registered retirement savings plan’’, (March 9, 1999).

— Technical Interpretation, Financial Sector and Exempt Entities Division, December 8, 2010, Document No.

2009-0319261E5

On August 19, 2011, the CRA announced that it will be following up with individuals who have overcontributed to

their TFSAs in 2010 with a letter asking for additional information about their accounts. Where the CRA determines
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that the overcontribution was a result of a true misunderstanding on the part of the taxpayer concerning the TFSA

rules, the taxpayer may be able to have the taxes on the 2010 overcontributions waived. Individuals have 60 days to

respond to the a letter from the CRA asking for more information on their TFSA accounts. As well, the CRA will

continue to promote awareness of the TFSA rules with financial institutions and individuals.

In late July, the Ontario Court of Appeal reversed the lower court’s decision in the McNamee case1 which held that a

‘‘gift’’ of common shares to a son under an estate freeze arrangement was not exempt from division under Ontario’s

Family Law Act.2 (See ‘‘Will Family Case Affect Freeze Strategies?’’ Tax Notes #576, January 2011.) In general, the

Court of Appeal’s reasoning removes much of the uncertainty that existed in the wake of the lower court decision,

restoring the ‘‘conventional’’ attributes of a gift that practitioners expect: 3 a gift can have a commercial motivation;4

lack of consideration is at issue rather than benefit to the donor;5 acceptance of the gift requires only a general

understanding of the transaction, rather than details of the terms and conditions.6

Notes:
1 McNamee v. McNamee, 2010 ONSC 674.
2 2011 ONCA 533.
3 At paragraph 24, the Court reiterated that the essential ingredients of a legally valid gift are: (1) an intention on the part of the donor to make a gift without

consideration or expectation of remuneration; (2) an acceptance of the gift by the donee; and (3) a sufficient act of delivery or transfer of the property to
complete the transaction.

4 Rather than requiring detached and disinterested generosity, affection, respect, charity, or like impulses.
5 The Court indicated that consideration cannot flow from a promisee who does not know he or she is negotiating (see pars. 29 and 30).
6 For further discussion of the Court of Appeal’s decision, see ‘‘Estate planners breathe sigh of relief’’, Anjali Navkar, The Bottom Line, September.

The taxpayer claimed a $17,614 deduction in 2008 as an ‘‘excess premium transferred to RRIF’’ on line 232 of his

income tax return. Neither the taxpayer’s accountant nor his bank manager could explain why that amount was

deducted, other than the fact it appeared in box 24 of a T4RIF form from the Royal Bank. The taxpayer stated that he

could not have made contributions to his RRSP in 2008, as he was retired and was withdrawing amounts at that time.

The taxpayer’s appeal was dismissed. There was no basis to support the deduction, and it was likely that the amount

reported in box 24 was the taxable amount that the taxpayer received from his RRIF that was in excess of the

minimum amount.

Wilkins

2011 DTC 1222

The taxpayer gave two strangers who arrived at his home $3,000, plus most of his personal furnishings and belongings,

with an alleged fair market value of $43,500. These strangers provided the taxpayer with donation tax credit receipts

totalling $46,500. On reassessment for 2005, 2006, and 2007, the Minister denied the taxpayer’s claim for the

donation tax credits, on the grounds that the taxpayer had purchased the tax credit receipts for a fraction of their face

value, and that the registration of the charities involved had been revoked. The taxpayer appealed to the Tax Court of

Canada.

The taxpayer’s appeal was dismissed. Applying the ‘‘balance of probabilities’’ evidentiary standard, it was highly

improbable that the taxpayer would give away most of his belongings (which he said had a fair market value of

$43,500) plus $3,000 in cash to strangers when he did not even know the names of the ‘‘charitable organizations’’ to

which he was allegedly ‘‘donating’’ his property and his cash. All of the taxpayer’s testimony was both illogical and
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inconsistent. The Minister’s theory of what happened was more plausible. The taxpayer, therefore, was not entitled to

the tax credits claimed, and the Minister’s reassessments were affirmed accordingly.

Le

2011 DTC 1223

The taxpayer indirectly controlled D & N Truck Lines Ltd. (‘‘D & N’’). The taxpayer’s son owned 100% of the

outstanding shares of Mitchco Construction Inc. (‘‘Mitchco’’). In reassessing the taxpayer for 2003, the Minister

disallowed the deduction of an allowable business investment loss (‘‘ABIL’’) claimed for an amount the taxpayer had

paid to Mitchco’s bank to honour his guarantee of a loan (the ‘‘Guarantee’’). The taxpayer appealed to the Tax Court

of Canada.

The taxpayer’s appeal was allowed. One of the taxpayer’s purposes for signing the Guarantee was admittedly to help

his son. Another purpose of the Guarantee, however, was to keep Mitchco in business to enable it to meet payments it

owed to D & N, and therefore protect a source of income for D & N and for the taxpayer. To qualify for ABIL

treatment, the purpose for any loan or guarantee need not be exclusively to earn income. In this case, the Guarantee

was given by the taxpayer to further his own commercial interests, as well as to help his son, and therefore it met the

requirements of s. 40(2)(g)(ii) of the Income Tax Act and qualified for the ABIL deduction claimed. The Minister was

ordered to reassess accordingly.

MacCallum

2011 DTC 1225

The taxpayer M started a retail business, the Barnyard Birder Nature Shop, in partnership with her sister after the death

of her sister’s husband. Her sister was in financial hardship, so M withdrew far less cash from the business than did her

sister, although the contributions of each to the business were equal. M reported income based on the cash

withdrawals (6.5% of income from the partnership in 2004 and 15% in 2005). M’s husband, the other taxpayer T,

claimed personal credits based on M’s reported income. The Minister assessed M on the basis that 50% of the

partnership income was a more reasonable allocation and reduced T’s credits accordingly. On the taxpayers’ appeal to

the Tax Court of Canada, it was agreed that the appeal of M for 2004 should be dismissed, as it was a nil assessment,

so long as the dismissal did not affect T’s appeal for 2004.

The taxpayers’ appeals were allowed, except for the dismissal of the appeal from the nil assessment. The Court found

that the verbal agreement between M and her sister to share income unequally was not motivated by tax

considerations. Allocations between non-arm’s length partners need not always be based solely on business-related

criteria. In this case, it was reasonable for the partners to agree to share income based on the actual cash distributions

to each partner.

Paajanen

2011 DTC 1229

The corporate taxpayers’ businesses involved the maintenance of public or commercial buildings. On several occasions,

each taxpayer alternatively provided the same service to the same clients using the same employees, the same

telephone number and address, and the same office with the same administrative staff. Relying on s. 256(2.1) of the

Income Tax Act (the ‘‘Act’’), the Minister reassessed both taxpayers for 2004 and 2005, on the basis that they were

associated during those years. On their appeal to the Tax Court of Canada, the taxpayers argued that the reason for

their separate existence was that the owner of one was experiencing marital difficulties with the owner of the other

and wished to maintain her assets separately. In the Minister’s view, both corporations were being operated as a single
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business entity, there was no evidence to indicate that they were independent, and one of the main reasons for their

separate existence was to reduce tax by each qualifying for the small business deduction.

The taxpayers’ appeals were dismissed. The owner of each corporate taxpayer had obtained tax advice about the

benefits of maintaining separate corporate entities, and there was no compelling evidence to support the argument

that marital difficulties accounted for their separate corporate existence. The evidence justified the Minister’s position

and his reliance on s. 256(2.1) of the Act. The Minister’s reassessments were affirmed accordingly.

Maintenance Euréka Ltée

2011 DTC 1232

The taxpayers were teachers at a Montessori school in London, Ontario, which their children attended. The school

provided employees with a 50% discount on tuition enrolment for their children. The taxpayers argued that their

taxable benefit should represent the cost to the school for accommodating their children, less any tuition paid. The

Minister argued that the fair market value of tuition less any amounts paid should form the taxable benefit. The

taxpayers’ appeal to the Tax Court of Canada was allowed (2010 DTC 1312), and the Minister appealed to the Federal

Court of Appeal.

The Minister’s appeal was allowed. The governing decision on this matter was Schroter v. The Queen (2010 DTC 5062),

where it was determined that the costs of the benefit to the employer is the wrong test in estimating the taxable

benefit to the employee. In determining a taxable benefit in kind, the fair market value of that benefit is the correct

value.

Spence et al.

2011 DTC 5111

The taxpayer was convicted on six counts of filing false returns and acquitted on one count of tax evasion. He

appeared before the Ontario Court of Justice for sentencing.

The taxpayer was fined $101,393.80. At no time did the taxpayer ever attempt to mislead the Canada Revenue Agency

by hiding money or evading tax. Although intransigent against a governmental agency, he was an otherwise responsible

person. Imprisonment or probation, therefore, would serve no purpose and were both inappropriate. However, the

taxpayer had assets, had already paid $900,000, and should therefore pay a further set of fines, totalling $101,393.80,

which was equal to 60% of the tax that was avoided through his filing of false returns.

Klundert

2011 DTC 5104

The taxpayer was incorporated without share capital under Part II of the Canada Corporations Act. Its objects included

researching and producing in-depth news and public affairs programs to provide objective information to a large sector

of the general public. The Minister refused to register the taxpayer as a charitable organization, and the taxpayer

appealed to the Federal Court of Appeal.

The taxpayer’s appeal was dismissed. The taxpayer’s dissemination of in-depth news to the general public may have

improved the sum of communicable knowledge of public affairs, but it was not sufficiently structured for educational

purposes to constitute a ‘‘charitable’’ activity within the meaning of the House of Lords’ decision in Commissioners for

Special Purposes of the Income Tax v. Pemsel. Nor did the taxpayer’s objects include purposes falling under the fourth

charitable head in the Pemsel case (i.e., charitable purposes beneficial to the community). The taxpayer’s objects,

therefore, did not qualify it for registration as a charitable organization.
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